
Union Square Neighborhood Council
March 15, 2021
7 pm – 9 pm
Zoom Meeting
 
Attendees:
Board Members:
Michèle Hansen
Ann Camara
Andy Greenspon
Tori Antonino
Bill Shelton
Isabella Drago
Bill Cavellini
Pennie Taylor
Gary Trujillo
David Scott

Community Members:
Jessica Eshleman
Crystal Bi Wegner
Gonzalo Puigbo - Somerville Community Corporation
Edwidge Hercule
Kristin Phelan - Somervnova Community
Cosmo DiSchino
Roger Levy
Andrew Davison
Joyce Wu
Laurie Goldman
Betsy Nissenbaum
Rob Buchanan

1. Welcome and introductions

2. Public comment

Jessica: Patio season is open in Union Square. USMS (Union Square Main Streets) and 
businesses are working with the city to accelerate outdoor commerce. We have a big vision for 
summer season in Union Square, similar to the parklets that were developed in Davis Square last 
year. Joseph Pielmeierof Hooked Seafood had a terrible motorcycle accident and passed away. 
There is a GoFundMe page to help fund memorial costs (https://www.gofundme.com/f/Funeral-

https://www.gofundme.com/f/Funeral-Expenses-Joseph-Lee-Alan-Pielmeier


Expenses-Joseph-Lee-Alan-Pielmeier).

Crystal: I’m part of the team design studio for social intervention. Partnering with Somerville to 
lead community engagement portion of Union Square plaza and streetscape redesign. Looking to
hire 8-10 community members from diverse backgrounds, including language groups and ages. 
If you are 14 or older, you can apply. We have a flyer in a variety of different languages and 
have been doing outside with Jessica and Michèle. I also wanted to come here to learn as much 
as possible about the Union Square community and the history of activism in this community.

Bill S: Could you explain a bit more about the work you want to do here? The flyer is not very 
explanatory.

Crystal: We want to get into a deeper community-engaged process, beyond the types of 
charrettes the city has run in the past. We are doing a participatory action research process over 
14 months. We want a diverse team from the community leading the outreach, doing surveys to 
the community, and speaking for the community. Before any construction or development is 
done, it will be this long process of imagining what Union Square can look like. The city wants 
to make Union Square less about through traffic and more about a community space. One 
example is making Bow St a shared street. We might test out some of these ideas for a weekend 
to see how they work.

Pennie: What are the parameters of the space you are talking about - Union Square Plaza, nearby
roadways, etc?

Crystal shares a map of the area in Union Square being considered. It includes Union Square 
plaza, Bow St, Somerville Ave, Webster Ave, Prospect St.

Gary will be sent the flyers to add to the website.

Gary: Are there going to be periodic reports about what is going on with this group to keep the 
community informed?

Crystal: The recruitment process is just the start of this larger process. We will be presenting 
back to the community. Hopefully that research 

Crystal provides her email so people can contact her to ask more questions: crystal@ds4si.org

3. Approval of meeting minutes from March 01

Postponed until next meeting.

https://www.gofundme.com/f/Funeral-Expenses-Joseph-Lee-Alan-Pielmeier


4. May Election Update - Discussion and approval of a voting method and any other 
instructions to the Election Committee

Gary: I have looked at possibilities for online voting, and it’s a complicated subject. There’s no 
clear winner except maybe Opa Vote that Our Revolution Somerville uses, and some people here
have experience with it.

Andy: I suggest in-person outdoor voting given the nicer weather and increased COVID 
vaccination rate. We can also ask the Elections Committee to check the cost of OpaVote.

Pennie: We should have the option of online voting for those who may need it. We could try a 
Google Form perhaps for those people.

Gary: Can we do this election without electronic voting, as electronic voting can be complicated
and difficult to make secure?

Bill Cav: Five people have volunteered for the Elections Committee. They will meet next week. 
They need direction on the method of voting. They will also decide the date, which will likely be
end of May, but not Memorial Day 

Unanimous approval to focus on in-person voting while exploring an option for online voting for
those who may need it.

Unanimous approval to give guidance to the Elections Committee to have some form of weekend 
voting time, either a Saturday or Sunday.

5. Vote to approve the process for approving text over email

Bill Cav: Oftentimes, we need to respond to developers before our next Board meeting. When a 
decision is made at our Board meeting about what to communicate, one person usually 
volunteers to write the text. That's why we need to decide a way of approving text using email.
We want to balance speed to react and a reasonable amount of Board participation. 

Gary: The language that Andy crafted does a pretty good job of satisfying the criteria Bill Cav 
has enunciated in a general form. Making the time window to give feedback on a final draft of a 
document for only 24 hours should give us adequate time to respond as needed. Language and 
tone are very important.

Further discussion of a system to approve documents over email. 

USNC Board approves process for approving documents over email:



24 hour feedback time window for first draft of document, 24 hour feedback time window for a 
final draft of a document before voting on approval of the document.
Approved language is in an appendix at the end of these notes.

6. Discussion about USNC Mission Statement and vote on whether to read the mission 
statement at the beginning of USNC meetings

Mission Statement Language in the Bylaws: “Section 2.2: Mission The mission of the Union 
Square Neighborhood Council is to help shape the future of Union Square as an increasingly 
inclusive and vibrant neighborhood and commercial center built around the aspirations of the 
people who live and work here.”

Discussion of the mission statement and meaning it has to people to read it vs. extrapolating and 
explaining how the mission statement ties into what we are trying to accomplish. The idea of 
starting off meetings with ritual to remind the USNC of its purpose.

Gary asks for an amendment to have a discussion of what the mission statement means to us, that
puts the mission statement into a more practical form. In this process, the USNC would go 
through everything in section 2 of the bylaws. Following that, as part of the ritual to read the 
mission statement, we would then be able to refer to a summary of that discussion put onto the 
website.

All present USNC members vote to approve reciting the mission statement at the beginning of 
every meeting except Gary who abstains.

Gary motions to have a discussion at our next meeting about section 2 of the bylaws and what we
are obligated to do as a Board based on that language. From that discussion, we would then 
write a document, summarizing what we talked about. Then, as part of reading the mission 
statement, we could refer members to a section on the website to see video of that previous 
discussion.
No one seconds the motion.

Bill S is sympathetic to Gary’s concerns and asks himto write a message regarding his concerns 
to send to the listserv.

7. CBA Monitoring Committee update

Bill Cav: The CBA Monitoring Committee met with US2 recently. Site work has started on the 
D2 corner lot across from Dunkin Donuts. US2 said that while Cranshaw (building the high rise 
residential building) had a subcontractor at Assembly Row that is being investigated for wage 
theft, Greg Karczewski, President of US2, has guaranteed that he has communicated to 



Cranshaw that nothing like that is to happen on his worksite, and he will keep monitoring that as 
construction starts.

Pennie: CBA Monitoring Committee had another meeting with Somerville Community 
Corporation (SCC) in the past week as well. 
Michèle believes the meeting went well. They are working on how the required CBA 
(Community Benefits Agreement) funds will go from US2 to SCC.
Bill Cav: First Source SCC announced that they are working with US2 to organize a job fair in 
April. This will be advertised on the USNC website and in the tinyLetter.

8. Other Developer Updates

Ann: We had a good meeting with 80 Webster residents. We helped them work out a plan for 
themselves in how to negotiate with CV Properties and the City.

Bill Cav: CV Properties has requested another meeting with the USNC board.

Tori asks if CV Properties is going to meet with 80 Webster - no one knows.

David: I talked with Kristin Phalen about music related things. Kristin offered a tour to anyone 
who wants to see what is currently happening with the Ames building.

Bill Cav: Meeting Thursday March 18, 7 pm. DLJ development neighborhood meeting, Building
II, Civic Space I.

9. Recap of meeting with Tom Galligani (and emailed responses by Sarah Lewis afterward)

Bill S: I left with the impression from the meeting that Tom perceives the USNC as allies in 
getting developers to propose better projects and refine them.

Bill Cav: The meeting was scheduled to be Tom, Sarah, and Dan, but only Tom was able to 
make it last minute and couldn’t answer all our questions, which is why Sarah got back to us in 
writing for other questions. One Q: Does the city monitor diversity on construction sites, 
including how many Somerville residents in each of the types of jobs are hired? The answer from
Sarah and Tom was that no part of the City government monitors the diversity of those higher for
construction on any sites in the City. This shows that the CBA with US2 and the letter of 
commitment with DLJ to ask for percentages of diversity of those hired that each developer 
committed to aspiring to will be the responsibility of the USNC to monitor.

Michèle: When we were doing the work for the CBA, I know there is some kind of software 
where these numbers go in and cities have access to them.



Bill Cav: They do have to do this in Boston, but apparently they do not have to do this in 
Somerville.

Michèle: It’s important that this gets done for equity and for monitoring our CBA requirements.

Bill S: Boston does it because it’s part of a city ordinance there.

Bill Cav: At the end of the meeting Tom said that he perceives the USNC as allies in getting 
developers to propose better projects and refine them. However, if the zoning says unlimited 
height and tons of parking spaces, that doesn’t give the USNC Board much leverage to negotiate 
good projects with the Planning Staff and the developers. We pushed back a little bit on that and 
our membership needs to know that.

Tori: I’m looking at an RFP (request for proposal) for Conway Park. There is a Somerville 
diversity certification form. Applicants must prove that it is 51% owned or controlled by a 
minority, woman, etc. Firms must also be on-going and independent. Are tom and Sarah aware 
of this rule?

Michèle: The actual ownership of the business applying to the RFP is different from the workers
they hire.

10. Proposal for developers to provide funding for consultants to conduct peer reviews

Tori: I was at a Planning Board meeting a couple weeks ago. OSPCD is short-staffed by at least 
3 people. They are really spread thin. There is a legal option to have developers pay into a city 
fund that would allow the city to hire consultants to do the work Sarah or Dan would do 
involving going through the development process. It would have to be a very well defined scope 
of work. The developer would not be paying to hire such a person. It would be paid for by the 
City. 

Rob Buchanan: I was at that Planning Board meeting, and I heard sentiments as Tori has 
expressed them.

Michèle: As I understand it, things are not moving fast enough for developers due to 
understaffing, and developers want to move it along. And are willing to put money into a pot for 
the city to hire consultants to move that work along.

Bill Cav: Why is this on our agenda if we are not being asked to take a position on this issue?

Tori: This is on the agenda to let the USNC know that this is happening because we are in 
communication with developers and with the City, so we need to know what they are doing.



Michèle: I agree with Tori. Since Sarah Lewis has not formally introduced this proposal.

Laurie into chat box: The AICP [American Institute of Certified Planners] planners' code of 
ethics warns against this type of potential conflict of interest.  This "consulting" role is on a 
fuzzy border.

11. Updates on planning to redesign Union Square plaza

Discussed during the first Public Comment Period.

12. Scheduling the next USNC meeting

Next USNC public meeting scheduled for March 29, 7 pm.

13. Public comment

Laurie: I am happy to be joining the Elections Committee, and I look forward to guidance from 
the USNC Board.

Joyce: 80 Webster residents and other members are meeting with CV Properties tomorrow 
(Tuesday) at 7 pm to discuss the proposed development.

14. Executive Session for the purposes of developer negotiation strategies

Unanimous vote to go into Executive Session for the purposes of discussing developer 
negotiation strategies.

APPENDIX

Union Square Neighborhood Council 
Process for approving text over email 
March 15, 2021 

Note: The USNC board can, if it so chooses at a meeting, vote to give a preparer of a document 
free rein to write a document and submit it without detailed feedback. This could include notices 
that convey administrative messages to developers or scheduling of meetings with developers or 
the City. 

The Board by majority would have to explicitly vote at a meeting to dispense with the protocol 
below in such a situation. Protocol to approve a document over email if the USNC board has not 



previously explicitly voted at a meeting to approve a document in a different manner: 

1) Multiple people can work together to prepare a document. The preparer(s) of the document 
has as long as the Board feels is necessary to prepare a draft document. 

2) When a first draft is sent to the board, the rest of the USNC board has 24 hours from receiving
the draft to suggest edits and changes by email. Board members should send suggested edits to 
the entire private list so that other board members can reply to those edits as needed. 

3) After 24 hours, the preparer(s) will incorporate the proposed edits and submit another draft, 
labeled as the proposed final draft. The board will then have 24 hours to comment on it by email.

4) After 24 hours, the preparer(s) can either incorporate additional suggested edits and send 
another draft to repeat this step with another 24 hours to wait for feedback, OR simply call the 
vote with the original proposed final draft. If a majority of the board approve, the document is 
sent out. If not, new edits must be incorporated with another 24 hour feedback period. 

5) One qualifier to step 4. If edits within this 24 hour period are primarily grammatical or a quick
word change, then the document does not require another 24 hours for more feedback. At the end
of the first 24 hours, the drafter may submit a slightly modified draft pointing out basic 
grammatical or spell check changes and call a vote at the same time then.


